READINESS LIVING WORKSHOPS
410.90 TABLETOP EXERCISE: "ROGUE BEAR" PANDEMIC EPICENTER
In our tabletop scenario, an example of why the Readiness Living Care Action
Plan (RLCAP) is important is dramatized in international developments that
demonstrate an impact locally. Dependency on government dies hard and when
the government has no resources or answers to offer, where will you be?
410.91: HOURLY; 1:00 AM SIT REPORT: A phone call is received from a Readiness Living Partner
stating that a "Rogue Bear" has been reported in your city as of midnight. You have less than five
hours to escape the Rogue Bear. The International Airport was the source of the outbreak and it
was closed immediately as governmental agencies activated response measures.
Event: There have been three confirmed cases of a mysterious new SARS-like virus in your area.
The CDC informed the World Health Organization (WHO) that a 39-year-old man, along with his wife
and son, were hospitalized with the novel corona virus and all three died within two hours. So far
WHO has recorded 15 confirmed cases of the mutated corona virus since yesterday. All of these
cases resulted in death. Agencies have determined that the virus has mutated to an airborne
contagion. Morbidity is currently 100%. Epidemiology is yet to be determined.
410.92: HOURLY; 2:00 AM SIT REPORT: Readiness Living Care Action Plan (RLCAP) activation;
your care center for evacuation is a central Wal-Mart parking lot. Readiness Living Partners (RLP)
will begin the Care Action Plan for immediate departure to RLP group in Atmore, an Amish
community. Absolutely no phone calls will be made; this is a face-to-face recovery and departure
procedure with no discussion of events. You observe the RLP's physical symptoms, no sick
individuals will be invited; you will ask if they are willing to depart immediately with little or no hope of
returning. The partner must give a simple yes or no without you providing further explanation.
Table Top: Do you have a Ready Pack? What would be your response to this event, yes-no?
Table Top: Have you mapped your congregation or Readiness Living Care Partners?
Table Top: Do you have participant profiles and indexing on your RLP's?
Table Top: How will you prioritize the contact schedule for the CAP profile participants?
410.93: HOURLY; 3:00 AM SIT REPORT: The Ring of Fire is emerging as governmental elements
activate their biohazard Incident Action Plan. RLP is dispatching their response teams. You have
ample vehicles and gas currently for your caravan departure. You have established a failsafe
departure window of 4:00 AM. The willing RL Partners are already arriving. You have dispatched
three scout teams to report road conditions and act as relays along your predetermined avenue of
egress. The authorities are utilizing emergency directives and are quietly escorting doctors, nurses,
and essential medical personnel, without explanation or choice, to areas outside the epicenter.
Table Top: What is the CDC's Ring of Fire?
410.94: HOURLY; 4:00 AM SIT REPORT: All electronic media service (phone, cable, internet, etc.)
to the area has been terminated by government officials using a predetermined means. Plans for
curfews are being initiated. Plans are being arranged for hospital, school, church, daycare closures.
Only those businesses deemed essential services will remain open. Roadblocks will soon stop all
incoming and outbound traffic; Coast Guard is closing all waterway traffic along with the DOT. The
National Guard has been activated. A countywide home quarantine is being planned. Your caravan
is ready to depart based on reports from the three scout teams running point. Depart.
Table Top: What would you do differently in such a scenario?
410.95 HOURLY; 5:00 AM SIT REPORT: Arrive at rendezvous for a two day self quarantine.
410.96 HOURLY; 6:00 AM SIT REPORT: Debrief. Discuss a self quarantine compound structuring.
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